Introduction
This paper considers the application of perturbation techniques to helicopter rotor dynamics. Perturbation theory has been well developed in recent years, but has not found much application to rotary wing problems. Classically hebcopter engineering has made us« of the same perturbation theories that fixed wing engiroering has, for example lifting line theory and engineering beam theory (both require a large blade aspect ratio). Another classical example is actuator disk theory (a large number of blades is required). These theories were developed on an intuitive basis however, and the more rigorous mathematical techniques of perturbation theory have not yet found widespread use for rotary wings. The classical applications are largely for aerodynamic problems; the mathematics of those problems can be very complicated however because the equations involved are highly nonlinear partial differential equations. The treatment of dynamic problems can be more tractable since only ordinary differential equations are involved. Problems with constant coefficient linear differpnt'ii equations can be solved exactly with well established methods, so for these problems the extra effort of perturbation theory may not be justified. On the other hand for problems with time varying or nonlinear differential equations the only solution procedure generally applicable is the numerical integration of the equations of motion. However, purely numerical solutions are not entirely satisfactory for obtaining an understanding of the physical character of the system, or for fcrmulating general design rules. Furthermore, an analytic solution for the general case would be difficult to obtain (if possible at all) and would be so complex as to be hardly better than the numerical solution. The only systems that can be practicably handled analytically are those involving linear constant coefficient differential equations. Perturbation techniques are available which are methods to study time varying or nonlinear systems such that at each step in the analysis only linear constant coefficient equations must be handled. Time The aerodynamic coefficients were obtained using a rigid blade motion, and should properly be changed some to handle a blade with cantilever root restraint. However, the major effects of a cantilever root on the dynamics of the system are due to changes in v and y (both are increased, v to 1.15 say and Y to about 5/3 the Lock number based on the rigid mode inertia). Since these are free parameters in the analysis this formulation of the problem should give reasonable results for all rotors. This equation has been studied numerically in recent literature, primarily in the context of Floquet theory, (2) which must be used because the aerodynamic coefficients are periodic in <l > it n 4 0 . However, purely numerical solutions are not very satisfactory for obtaining an understanding of the physical characteristics of the system, or for formulating general design rules. An analytic solution for this equation in its general form would be difficult to obtain (if possible at all) and would be so complex as to be hardly better than the numerical solution. Time varying or nominear differential equations are characteristic features of helicopter dynamics and aerodynamics, primarily due to the rotation of the wing. The only solution procedure generally applicable to such problems is the numerical integration of the equations of motion. In particular cases, when there is some parameter which is either small or large, the techniques of perturbation theory may be used to obtain analytic solutions. Thus it is appropriate to apply the techniques to the study of rotor flapping stability. Perturbation theory has been well developed in recent years (e.g., Refs. 3 and 4), but has not yet found widespread application to rotary wing problems. This paper considers an example of such an application.
All the deUlla of the mathematical analysis ere «at appropriate for this paper. For the flapping equation there are two parameters which may be used for perturbation quantities: the advance ratio ß and the Lock number V . Then there are four cases to be considered: small and large ft , and small and large V . The dynamic problem considered here <s the question of rotor flapping stability. The stability of the motion is determined by the roots or eigenvalues of the system (there are two for this second order equation) and so most of the results wil' be concerned with the roots. The equation considered is linear; perturbation theory is used because the aerodynamic coefficients are time varying (specifically, periodic) for forward flight, i.e., when n is greater than zero. Each of the four cases for this problem will be considered in turn below. First however, brief discussions will be given of the perturbation techniques used and the behavior expected of the eigenvalues of a periodic system.
Perturbation Techniques
Fundamental to perturbation theory is the existence of some parameter which is either very small or very large; for the moment represent the small parameter (or the inverse of the large parameter) by c . In the present problem, it is desired to find the roots of the system, which means investigating a solution which is uniformly valid over long time periods. The appropriate perturbation technique is the method of multiple time scales. This method assumes that the behavior of the system may be investigated over several time v 2 and r ; . etc.). The case K, o will be considered first.
Order 1 Results

Periodic Systems
The root loci of a constant coefficient system typlctlly exhibit behavior In which two roots start as complex conjugates, nu-v* the real axis, and proceed in opposite directions aloiw the real axis. The exisu;nce of periodic coefficients in the differential equations of motion genei^lizes this behavior so that it can occur at any \m\ -n/rev or n+l/2/rev, not just at 1mA -0. The property of the solution that allows this behavior is the fact that the eigenvectors are themselves periodic (instead of constant as (or a constant coefdcient system). As n increases, since this point is at the center of the critical region It receives the maximum stability change, and so is pulled out to the point B. In terms of the > locus, as T increases and the hover locus nears ImX = 1/2 , the root has an Ctyi) change in the frequency, pulling the locus toward ImX « 1/2 . When the locus crosses into the critical region the frequency has just reached 1/2/rev, and the root locus is at the point A. For still laiger > the frequency remains fixed while the real part of one root decreases and lhat of the other increases. When > reaches the value for which the hover root has a frequency of 1/2/rev, the locus is at the center of the critical region; there the roots have their maximum stability change (which is 0(^)) so the locus is at the point B. As > increases more, the locus moves toward the other boundary of the critical region. The locus reaches that boundary at the point C , and for still larger Y the frequency is no longer fixed at 1/2/ rev; rather the real part of the root is the same as the hover value, while there is an 0(^) change in the frequency which decreases in sise as V increases. For still larger Y the locus is again identical (to order M) to the hover locus. 
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(one more and one leas stable than the hover root). This behavior is Just that seen already in the M loci (Fig. 2) (for example v -1.01) is necessary to get a sizable critical region with Kp ■ -0.1 (see Fig. 5 ). The analytic results show the v = 1 case is a very sensitive one tor small > and small K , and it is unlikely that a numerical calculation could treat the case accurately. Of course an actual rotor will always have v at least slightly greater than 1. so the numerical calculations are probably reliable then; furthermore, the discrepancy may also be an indication that for very small > the analytic results (to order p 2 ) are not valid out to as large a M as they are for more reasonable V . In any case this discussion illustrates the kinds of problems thv. may be hidden in a purely numerical solution; they can only be found and studied by analytic procedures (which at least tell where to look for problems). Fig. 8 (all n . small  Y) and Fig. 1 (small |i , all Y) ; on this basis the small y results should be limited to Y/ie less than 0.2. On the basis of neglect of the curvature effects alone the results might be accepted to higher Y , but the OfY) results will also be limited by the effects of the critical region, which will be examined next.
The discussion of the O(Y) analysis has so far only been concerned with the baalc roots, meaning the roots away from the influence of a critical region. In the smsll Y case, the criterion for being away from a critical region la that this mav be written (Fig. 8) . In any case, since the maximum stability change occurs at the center of the critical region, it is useful to examine it as a worst possible case, which may perhaps be approached but never reached for certain values of f and Kp .
Considering the n root locus again, the maximum chaise in the damping from the value of the basic root is given by the real part of Eq. 17. The contribution from the basic root damping. (y/2) Ma . is always negative (Fig. 7) : as for the small M case It is O(y) , but here that means the basic damping is small. In fact it Is the same order as the critical region contribution, so the destabiliaad root may be actua.lv unstable, rather than Just a small perturbation from the basic damping as for the small n case. The behavior of the locus depends on the relative effects of M? and the nth harmonics of the aerodynamic coefficients under the square root In Eq. (17). For most cases the critical region effect dominates, so that as n increases it eventually reaches a critical value, at which point (for the case of maximum stability change) one root crosses into the RHP. i.e., becomes unstable. From Eq. 17. it follows that increasing Kjj, (Kp either positive or negative) always increases the effect of the critical region which means decreasing the critical n for which the root becomes unstable. Fig. 9 shows the criterion on j Kj, is not very stringent, t ig. 9 shows also that near ImX ■ i the roots are always stable, regardless of ß , if I Kp | < J2 ; the loci may be expected to be near ImX ■ 1 for zero or smJI Kp . In terms of the ^ locus, this means that as p increases the locus does not cross into the RHP . Just after the locus crotMtes the critical region boundary, the effect of the critical region is seen and one branch moves to the right and the other to the left (as do the loci in Fig. 2) . As M increases further however, the lamping of the basic root (which is always stable, and increases with u ) eventually dominates the'effect of the critical region, and the root which wa' becoming less stable turns around before reaching U'e RHP . So for still larger ,; both branches of the lociu "ill be moving to the left, i.e. becoming more stable as (i increases. For the root loci near ImX = 1/2 or 3/2 , the effect of the critical region-remains dominant, and so one root eventually crosses into the RHP as fi is Increased. The critical u is considerably lower for ImX =1/2 than for ImX ■ 3/2 . This points out an undesirable feature of negative pitch flap coupling, Kp < 0 ; not ao much that it reduces the critical |i ■ but rather that it moves the basic root nearer to ImX = 1/2 . Th» UM of fUp rat« (oedback. K R / 0 , reault» in ho qualitative cliai)«M in the behavior of Uw loci. K R la however a useful deslfn parameter; It may be used for example to raise the critical »i or IK-| . Fig. 10 ; the movement show, takes place eniirely on the real axis in the \ plane. As for the small n case (Fig. 1) where b is a function of n tion for ihe roots is toe i y, and K T
Evaluation of the Order > Results
Numerical
The solu-
where n is some integer. This result shows the typical behavior of the roots of periodic systems. For I b I < 1 the damping is fixed at -n (V/eir) with a change due to b in the frequency; for b > 1 the frequency is fixed at n/rev with a positive and negative change due to b In the damping: for b < -1 the frequency is fixed at 1. ♦ l/2/rev with a positive and negative change in the damping. The critical region boundaries are given by b = 1 and b = -1.
The general character of the critical regions and instability boundaries in the y -ß plane, as obtained from the solution of Eq. (24), is sketched in Fig. 12 . Because /i is large, it happens that I b I is much greater than 1 almc 11 ihvays, so the critical regions dominate the behav." of the roots. The sign of b changes regularly however; b must of course go through zero then, but it does so very quickly, so there is only a very narrow band between the ImX = n/rev and the ImX = ii + l/2/rev regions in which lb| < 1. When Ibl < 1, the real part of A is -ft (Y/6ir) , i.e., the root is stable for all n and V ; thus there must always be a band of stability surrounding toe transition from n/rev to n + l/2/rev. These characteristics are illustrated in Fig. 12 . The locus between the critical regions has a rather fine structure which would be difficult to obtain numerically. A root locus for varying y or n (a vertical or horizontal section in Fig. 12 ) in toe vicinity of a critical region boundary would in quick succession move from the RHP ('Jastable) to the LHP (stable) with frequency fixed at n/rev, rapidly move from ImX = n/rev to ImX = n + l/2/rev in the RHP with damping given by -n 'V/GTT) (which would be nearly constant because the critical region bcundaries are so close), and then move from the LHP into the RHP with frequency fixed at n + 1 /2 /rev. Fig. 12 shows thai for a given ti the system is stable for a large enough > . Positive Kp is stabilizing, tending to decrease the size of the instability regions; negative Kp is destabilizing in this sense. The rotating natural frequency of the flap motion, u , does not enter the high ß case to order PQ (the aerodynam.c soring dominates the centrifugal spring until order pj); this is consistent with the fact the critical regions dominate the high ix behavior, so toe frequency is fixed at a multiple of l/2/rev.
A comparison of these analytical results with the results of numerical calculations indicates that the high ß solution is good down to ß = 2.5 or so. Thus numerical calculations are required to join toe loci from ß = 0.5 to 2.5 say (for V neither small nor large). The behavior theoretically predicted for the locus at large ß (in particular the rapid movements between Im X = n ^rev and n + 1 /2 /rev, and perhapsfor y not too larg? -between RHP and the LHP) actually does show up in the numerical calculations of the stability; such behavior of a numeric?) solution might be questioned without the perturbation solution to provide a guide to what to expect. It is unfortunate that the boundary of the lnbt<ü)ility region for V/lG of order 1 is first encountered at moderate (arounH ß -2.25 for small Kp; tee Fig. 12 ) and so cannot be obtained by perturbation techniques (to the order explored anyway). Because of the smill time constant in the main solution (of order '.'') and the four transition regions (of width 0{ß-2 •*), a numerical calculation of toe roots for truly large ß would be difficult; the perturbation theory harvlles these singular problems analytically, and the 
